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Abstract 
The CT process for metrology applications is very complex because has many factors that influence the loss of accuracy during 
CT measurements. One of the most critical is the edge detection also called surface extraction or image segmentation, which is 
the process of surface formation from the CT`s volume data that represents a grey value corresponding to the mass attenuation 
coefficient of the object material. This paper presents different edge detection methods commonly used in areas like machine 
and computer vision and they are analyzed as an alternative to the common methods used in CT for metrology applications. 
Each method is described and analyzed separately in order to highlight its advantages and disadvantages from a metrological 
point of view. An experimental comparative between two of them is also shown. 
© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Selection and peer-review under responsibility of Universidad de Zaragoza, Dpto Ing Diseño y Fabricacion. 
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1. Introduction 
Computer Tomography (CT) is breaking strongly into the field of metrology due to the advantages that brings, 
highlighting the capacity to analyze the whole volume of a piece and to visualize non-accessible internal features. 
The CT process for metrology applications is very complex because it has many factors that influence the loss of 
accuracy during CT measurements. These factors are described in the guideline VDI/VDE 2630-1.2 (2010) and by 
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Kruth et al. (2010). One of the most critical is the edge detection also called surface extraction or image 
segmentation, which is the process of surface formation from the CT`s volume data (Fig. 1) that represents a grey 
value corresponding to the mass attenuation coefficient of the objects material as described in VDI/VDE 2630-1.2 
(2010). An incorrect determination of the surface affects significantly the accuracy in metrology applications. The 
CT´s volume represents the different level of attenuation of the piece which is determined by the length travelled in 
the absorbing material, by the material attenuation coefficient and by the energy of the X-rays. Information from x-
ray attenuation is generated for each point of the measurement volume and is stored in a volume element called 
voxel. Each voxel is a single element in a three-dimensional image which has a numerical value (grey level). 
 
 
Fig. 1. CT`s  volume data. 
According to Gonzalez and Woods (1993), surface extraction techniques, also called edge detection or image 
segmentation and they are usually based on two properties of the image grey levels; similarity and discontinuity. 
Surface extraction methodologies for metrology applications are usually based on the definition of a grey level 
value as a similarity reference called threshold value. This is independent on the material properties and the 
radiation intensity used for taking the tomography. The most used one in industrial applications is the threshold 
method, where a grey level value is defined as a limit to distinguish between the air and different materials. One of 
the methods utilized to define this threshold grey value is to use the “ISO 50%” value. This value is taken from the 
histogram which normally depicts a peak coinciding with each of the materials, and the “ISO 50%” value is fixed 
in the mid grey value between the peaks. However, verification tests with calibration objects shown in Kiekens et 
al. (2011) have demonstrated that the ISO 50% value usually results in a shifted edge. According to Kruth et al. 
(2010), some works have been carried out adjusting specific threshold values for mechanical parts with different 
materials. This approach needs the normalization of the grey values for the materials involved. Nevertheless, it is 
complicated to normalize the values for all the industrial materials as occurs in medicine. Apart from the threshold 
method, other methods and algorithms used in machine and computer vision (discontinuity detection, deformable 
models, etc.) may be a good option in metrological applications. 
This paper presents firstly a review of the existing 3D surface extraction methods. Secondly, these methods are 
analyzed in order to select two of them for its evaluation from a metrological point of view by mean of the 
measurement of a piece. The results obtained after this comparison are also presented. 
2. Surface extraction methods 
This paper presents different surface extraction methods commonly used in areas like image vision and 
computing. They are described and analyzed separately in order to highlight its advantages and disadvantages as an 
alternative to the common methods used in CT for metrology applications. Analyzed methods are the one that 
follows: 
 Atlas-guided 
 Deformable models 
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 Detection of discontinuities 
 Pattern classification 
 Region oriented 
 Threshold based 
 Trainable segmentation 
 Watershed transformation 
2.1. Atlas-guided. 
The atlas based segmentation is usually used when the information from the grey level intensities are not 
sufficient and is difficult to produce objective validation. Manual or semi-automatic segmentation is performed 
once on a sample image to construct a spatial map called the atlas, generated by compiling information on the 
anatomy that requires segmenting. This atlas is then used as a reference frame for segmenting new images as can 
be seen in Kalinic (2009). In general, the atlas-based approach first aligns the atlas to the target image by some 
global transformation. Then, local refinement of each part of the atlas is performed to accurately extract the 
contours of the anatomical parts of interest as explained by Ding et al. (2005). 
When compared to other methods for image segmentation, the atlas-based segmentation has an ability to 
segment the image with no well-defined relation between regions and voxels intensities. This can be due to lack of 
the border or excessive noise or in the case when the objects of the same texture need to be segmented. If the 
information about differences between these objects is incorporated in spatial relationship between them, other 
objects, or within their morphometric characteristics, the atlas-based segmentation is expected to work well. 
Another important advantage of atlases is in their use in clinical practice, for computer aided whereas they are 
often used to measure the shape of an object or detect differences between groups. On the other hand the 
disadvantage of an atlas-based can be in the time necessary for atlas construction as established in Kalinic (2009) 
work. Also, is sensitive to initial positioning of the atlas if the initial rigid alignment is off by too much, then the 
match may perform poorly.  
At first, a single atlas image can be used for segmenting new images; however, it has been recently shown in the 
work of Artaechevarria et al, (2009) that using multiple atlas images can yield better results. 
2.2. Deformable models. 
Deformable models are physically motivated. These methods are used for delineating region boundaries by 
using closed parametric curves or surfaces that deform under the influence of internal and external forces (Fig. 
2(a)). To delineate an object boundary in an image, a closed curve or surface must first be placed near the desired 
boundary and then allowed to undergo an iterative relaxation process. Internal forces are computed from within the 
curve or surface to keep it smooth through the deformation. External forces are usually derived from the image to 
drive the curve or surface toward the desired feature of interest, this being specified by Pham and Xu (2000). 
Deformable model geometry usually permits broad shape coverage by employing geometric representations that 
involve many degrees of freedom such as splines. The name “deformable models” stems primarily from the use of 
elasticity theory at the physical level, generally within a Lagrangian dynamics setting which is long explained by 
McInerney and Terzopoulos (1996). The main advantages of deformable models are their ability to directly 
generate closed parametric curves or surfaces from images and their incorporation of a smoothness constraint that 
provides robustness to noise and spurious edges. According to Pham and Xu, (2000), a disadvantage is that they 
require manual interaction to place an initial model and choosing appropriate parameters. Some of the most 
popular algorithms are the level set methods formulated by S. Osher and Fedkiwy (2001), spring-mass and finite 
element models. A review of deformable models in image and vision computing can be found in Montagnat et al. 
(2001). 
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2.3. Detection of discontinuities.
From this approach, an edge or surface in an image is a significant local change in the image intensity usually
associated with a discontinuity in either the image intensity or first or second order derivative on the image
intensity, these techniques have being studied widely on 2D applications, the 3D application process is similar,
first of all a voxel level surface detection is made and then a sub-voxel refinement, in order to increase resolution. 
Among the first studies made with voxel level resolution, studies from Zhang (1993) can be highlight, the
author suggested the application of a 2D marc to the voxels on the three directions in order to determine the three 
partial derivate, also introduced the 3D mask.  Bhattacharay and Wild (1996) deduced a 3D boundary detector 
similar to Sobel. Mehrotra and Zhan (1994) derivate a detector based on crossing over zero on 3D (zero-crossing), 
using the same optimality criteria of Canny detector. After that, Monga et al. (1995) proposed a new method by 
using a 3D recursive filtering.
For sub-voxel refinement several algorithms exist. A very simple one but not for that less effective, is the
centroid calculation developed by Clarke et al. (1993).  First, it uses a gradient filter to obtain the discreet gradient 
profile on a pixel level. Then, the centroid of a neighborhood around the maximum local position is calculated for 
determining the boundary location. This method and its variants are the most referenced in literature.  Another 
popular method is to use the image moments of the grey level. This method was originally utilized by Tabatabai 
and Mitchell (1984). The algorithm calculate the first three grey level moments of a row in an image that contains
a discreet boundary and then seek the ideal boundary corresponding to that moments. The method is invariant to
additive and multiplicative changes of the image values.
Methods based on discontinuity have been widely studied for medical applications an example can be found in
Chitchian et al. (2010) and Rathnayakaa et al. (2011) and in the image and vision computing field where the
precision and accuracy requirements are not as tight as in industrial metrology. However, previous works applying
these methods for 3D industrial metrology applications cannot be found in literature. Among the developed
algorithms, one of the most representative ones is the developed by Canny (1986). It provides a good surface
location capability and significantly reduces the data quantity by filtering the non-useful information, which 
minimizes the probability of losing the real edges and of detecting false edges due to the image noise (Fig. 2(b).
Fig. 2. (a)Deformable models; (b) Canny algorithm Image.
2.4. Pattern classification.
Pattern recognition methods processed the information of the features of the image. There are two main
methods, one that use a labeled sample also called supervised and another that use unlabeled samples called
unsupervised. 
As explain by Duda et al. (2001), the goal of the supervised methods is to characterize an object to be
recognized by labels or classifiers whose values are similar for objects in the same category and very different for
objects in different categories. A histogram is an example of a feature space. These methods are supervised 
because they require training data that are manually segmented and then uses as a references for automatically
segmenting new data, there are a number of ways in which training data can be applied in supervised methods. A
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simple classifier is the nearest-neighbor, in which each pixel is classified in the same class as the training datum 
with the closest intensity. A disadvantage of classifiers is that they generally do not perform any spatial modeling. 
This weakness has been addressed in recent work extending classifier methods to segmenting images that are 
corrupted by intensity in-homogeneities.  Another disadvantage showed in Pham and Xu (2000) is the requirement 
of manual interaction to obtain training data. Training sets can be acquired for each image that requires 
segmenting, but this can be time consuming and laborious.  
The unsupervised methods use unlabeled samples, this mean that, essentially, perform the same function as 
supervised methods without the use of training data or told their categories by clustering the image information. 
Clustering is the process of organizing the objects into groups based on its attributes. A cluster is therefore a 
collection of objects which are “similar” between them and are “dissimilar” to the objects belonging to other 
clusters. This method may valuable to perform exploratory data analysis and thereby gain some insight into the 
nature or structure data. There are different clustering methods, fuzzy c-means, feedback, Log –Based Clustering, 
Hierarchical Clustering, Retrieval Dictionary Based Clustering, K-Means Algorithm and NCut Algorithm, all 
summarized by Thilagamani (2011). Although clustering algorithms do not require training data, they do require 
an initial segmentation (or, equivalently, initial parameters). Pham and Xu (2000) have said that like supervised 
methods, clustering algorithms do not directly incorporate spatial modeling and can therefore be sensitive to noise 
and intensity in-homogeneities. 
2.5. Region Oriented. 
These segmentation methods are based on finding the regions directly, in the basic formulation the image is 
represented as an entire region, and the segmentation should be viewed as a process that partitions the image into 
sub-regions, the process must be complete until every pixel is placed in a region.  
There are two mainly approaches, region growing and region splitting and merging, region growing is a 
procedure that group voxels or sub-voxels  into larger regions based on some predefined criteria. These criteria can 
be based on intensity information or edges in the image, according to Haralick and Shapiro (1984). The simplest of 
these approaches is pixel aggregation that appears in Gonzalez and Woods (1993), which starts with a “seed” 
points and from these grows regions by appending to each seed point those neighboring pixels that have similar 
properties (such as grey level). The main disadvantage of region growing is that it requires manual interaction to 
obtain the seed point that must be planted. This is why it is not very common it use in metrological applications, 
except in special cases. 
Region splitting and merging is an algorithm related to region growing, but it does not require a seed point, by 
mean of this procedure is to subdivide an image initially into a set of arbitrary, disjointed regions and then merge 
and/or split the regions iteratively until complete the segmentation process as explained by Gonzalez and Woods 
(1993). 
Region Oriented segmentation can be sensitive to noise, causing extracted regions to have holes or even become 
disconnected, on the contrary, partial volume effects can cause separate regions to become connected. 
2.6. Threshold based. 
Threshold based methods segment scalar images by creating a binary partitioning of the image intensities. It is 
one of the most popular because is simple to implement and is computationally simpler than other existing 
algorithms. A thresholding procedure attempts to determine an intensity value called threshold, which separate the 
desired classes.  The image is assumed to be divided into two parts namely background and foreground. The 
segmentation is then achieved by grouping all pixels with intensity value higher than or equal to the threshold 
value (Fig. 3). Sometimes an upper and lower threshold is needed. When there are multiple objects to segment in 
the same image, is necessary to determine more than one threshold value, and this process is called multi-
thresholding.  
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Thresholding is a simple method for obtaining a segmentation of images in which different structures have
contrasting intensities. A wide diversity of review papers on threshold based methods have appeared in the 
literature. Sahoo et al. (1998) evaluated the performance of some automatic global thresholding methods using the
criterion functions such as uniformity and shape measures. Lee et al. (1990) performed a comparative analysis of 
five global thresholding methods using the criterion functions such as the probability of error, shape, and 
uniformity measures, Glasbey (1993) presented the relationships between 11 histogram-based algorithms in a 
common notational framework.
This algorithms had being develop for medicine areas applications were its main objective is the differentiation
of the image elements and a high precision is not needed as it is on metrology. There are some studies for image
and vision computing applications that evaluates this kind of methods but normally on artificial images or on
images obtained under controlled conditions, which is very difficult to reproduce on real topographies. The most 
utilize option on metrology applications is the Adaptive thresholding, is called adaptive when a different threshold
is used on different regions of the image. This may also be known as local or dynamic thresholding according to 
Shapiro (2002).
Fig. 3. Histogram thresholding.
2.7. Trainable segmentation.
In addition to traditional segmentation methods, there are trainable segmentation methods as artificial neural
networks (ANNs) which can model some of this knowledge. Artificial neural networks are parallel computational
models, comprised of densely interconnected adaptive processing units. An important feature of these networks is
the established by Indira and Ramesh (2011) that said that they learn by example.
Neural network based segmentation has three basic characteristics: 1) highly parallel ability and fast computing
capability, which make it suitable for real-time application; 2) unrestricted nonlinear degree and high interaction
among processing units, which make this algorithm able to establish modeling for any process; 3) satisfactory 
robustness making it insensitive to noise. However, there are some drawbacks of neural network based 
segmentation either mentioned in Wen (2009), such as: 1) some kinds of segmentation information should be
known beforehand; 2) initialization may influence the result of image segmentation; 3) neural network should be
trained using learning process beforehand, the period of training may be very long, and we should avoid
overtraining at the same time.
ANNs represent a paradigm for machine learning and can be used in a variety of ways for image segmentation.
The most widely applied in medical imaging is a classifier, in which the weights are determined by using training
data and the ANN is then used to segment new data. ANNs can also be used in unsupervised way as a clustering
method. Because of the many interconnections used in a neural network, Pham and Xu (2000) suggest that spatial
information can be easily incorporated into its classification procedures.
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2.8. Watershed transformation. 
It was first proposed as a potential method for image segmentation by Beucher and Lantuéjoul (1979). 
Watershed transformation has increasingly been recognized as a powerful segmentation process due to its many 
advantages including simplicity, speed and complete division of the image. Even with target regions having low 
contrast and weak boundaries, watershed transformation can always provide closed contours. In addition, 
watersheds typically occurs at the most obvious contours of the object, even when over-segmentation is severe. In 
accordance with Hamarneh and Li (2009), this positioning of contours can offer a stable and accurate initialization 
for other post-processing and segmentation methods. 
The watershed transformation applied to a grey-scale image detects and labels objects, which are connected 
components of similar grey-level. The classical fashion to describe the construction of watersheds identifies an 
image with a topographical surface. Starting by piercing holes in the regional minima (connected plateaus of 
constant altitude from which it is impossible to reach a location of lower altitude without having to climb) of the 
surface, and then slowly sinking it into a lake, water will progressively engulf the basins enclosing various minima. 
To prevent water from intermingling at the border between different basins, a hinder is set up. Once the surface is 
completely covered by water, the set of obstacles depicts the watershed image. According to Moga et al. (1998), 
the watershed transformation is prevalently used in industrial, biomedical and computer vision applications. 
Direct application of this segmentation algorithm generally leads to over-segmentation due to noise and other 
local irregularities of the gradient. Raut et al. (2008) have established that the problem of over-segmentation can be 
solved with the help of markers. A marker is a connected component of an image that can be defined as per 
requirement of problem definition. 
3. Surface extraction comparative 
Once described the surface extraction methods, a theoretical analysis of the different methods is performed in 
order to select two of them for being evaluated from a metrological point of view. A summary of the characteristics 
of these methods useful to analyze them is shown in Table 1. Based on the analysis of these characteristics the first 
algorithm that was selected belongs to the discontinuing detection category because its theoretical features make it 
applicable on metrology. Within this category there are wide selections of algorithms. However, the Canny 
algorithm stands up for its advantages over the rest. It provides a good surface location capability and significantly 
reduces the data quantity by filtering the non-useful information, which minimizes the probability of losing the real 
edges and of detecting false edges due to the image noise. From the thresholding based category the local 
thresholding was selected as the second one, mainly because it is demonstrated in Jiménez et al. 2012 and 
Ontiveros et al. 2012  that this technique provides accurate results. In addition, it can be interesting to evaluate the 
obtained results with a method that has not being utilized in metrology, e.g. Canny, against a contrasted method, 
e.g. local treshonding. The dismissed methods either require training, or are very sensitive to noise or are heavily 
dependent on the manual interaction, which made them not attractive for metrological applications. 
      Table 1. Surface extraction methods comparison. 
Methods Information used Training 
Computational 
cost Comments 
Atlas-guides Spatial map Yes Low It was not selected because it is necessary an atlas construction. 
Deformable 
models Feature vector No Medium 
It was not selected due to the heavily dependence of the 
results on the manual interaction to place an initial model 
and choose appropriate parameters. 
Detection of 
discontinuities Voxel No Medium 
It was selected because provides a good surface location 
capability and significantly reduces the data quantity. 
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Pattern
classification Feature vector Yes Medium
It was not selected because its main goal is just distinguish 
image features, also can be sensitive to noise and intensity
in-homogeneities.
Region
oriented Image patch No Low
It was not selected because requires manual interaction to
obtain the seed point that must be planted, also
segmentation can be sensitive to noise, partial volume
effects can cause separate regions to become connected.
Threshold 
based Voxel No Low
It was selected because it is stable in images with
different structures; also there are some works that
have been carried out for metrology applications.
Trainable
segmentation Feature vector Yes High
It was not selected because they learn by example and has a
high computational cost.
Watershed 
transformation Image patch No Low
It was not selected because this segmentation method 
generally leads to over-segmentation due to noise and local
irregularities of the gradient.
Once the two algorithms have been selected, a measurement comparative is made by evaluating a reference
piece. The results obtained from the Canny method are compared with the obtained from the local thresholding
method.
To performance the comparative, a reference standard called “CT tetrahedron” was used (Fig. 4); it was 
developed by the University of Padova and consists of four calibrated spheres made of synthetic ruby mono-crystal 
supported by a carbon fiber frame. The four diameters of the spheres were verified, being the nominal dimensions:
D1 = 5.0 mm, D2 = 4.0 mm, D3 = 4.0 mm and D4 = 3.0 mm.
Fig. 4. CT Tetrahedron.
Both methods (Canny and local thresholding) were applied to the same tomography more than ten times. In
Table 2, average deviations between the measurements and the reference values are shown. It can be observed that 
the deviations obtained with the thresholding method are smaller than the ones obtained with Canny, but, the last 
ones represent a much more stable repeatability (1.2 vs. 1.9 μm), what is an advantage for its correction.
 Table 2. Sphere diameter deviations from the reference value.






1 5.0001 -1.8 -42.9
2 3.9995 -3.4 -42.5
3 3.9999 0.1 -41.1
4 2.9997 -0.7 -40.3
Standard deviation - 1.9 1.2
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4. Conclusions 
In this paper a classification of the current surface extraction methods is performed. The main purpose has been 
to investigate the edge detection methods commonly used in areas like machine and computer vision, in order to 
analyze them as an alternative to the methods used in CT for metrology applications. Fundamental properties, 
advantages, disadvantages and methodologies of those techniques have been highlighted. Moreover, a comparative 
between a local threshold method and a Canny based method has being made. Its results show that the local 
thresholding method can be more accurate but less repeatable, in contrast with the Canny algorithm, which shows 
high repeatability and, therefore, the possibility of being corrected. 
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